Selecting items from lists is a common task in many applications. Alphabetically-sorted listboxes are the most common interface widget used to accomplish this selection, but although general they can be slow and frustrating to use, particularly when the lists are long. In addition, when the user regularly revisits a small set of items, listboxes provide little support for increased performance through experience. To address these shortcomings, we developed a new list selection device called a ListMap, which organizes list items into a space-filling array of buttons. Items never move in a ListMap, which allows people to make use of spatial memory to find common items more quickly. We carried out a study to compare selection of font names from a set of 220 fonts using both ListMaps and standard listboxes. We found that although listboxes are faster for unknown items, revisitation leads to significant performance gains for the ListMap.
INTRODUCTION
Selecting items from lists is a common task in current interactive systems, and the most common way to make the selection is through a scrolling list box. For example, people use listboxes to select currencies, languages, font names, or functions from a variety of programs (see Figure 1) . Selecting an item from a listbox involves using the scrollbar to perform an alphabetic search until the desired item is visible, and then clicking the item with the mouse.
Although listboxes are general, and will work in almost any task situation, they are not always optimal. One task that listboxes support poorly is selection of items that are well known. In many cases, people use only a small set of items from the list -for example, people normally use a small set of fonts, and select only a few countries or languages out of the possible alternatives.
In these situations, using listboxes can be frustrating. Their alphabetical arrangement makes it equally difficult to find any item in the list, irrespective of the user's dominant interest in a small set of recurring items. Even though the user knows exactly what they want to find, and they have found it many times before, they must scroll through the items in a similar manner to their first search. Although this approach is robust and can be used reliably in any situation where items have textual labels, it requires cognitive effort and focused attention. A listbox provides few opportunities for users to become experts -in particular, alphabetical lists poorly support using memory and pattern recognition as aids to task completion.
Some listboxes provide a shortcut to recently used items by adding a sub-list, which we term a 'recency cache', to the list (see Figure  1 , right). This can help, but in cases where the desired item is no longer in the cache, the user is forced to carry out two searches instead of one. Prior research has shown that adaptive split-menus such as these offer limited performance improvements [7] .
In this paper we present and evaluate the ListMap -a new way to interact with list data that allows people to use spatial memory to speed up the selection of previously-seen items. ListMaps organize items into a space-filling array of buttons, with all items visible at once in static locations (see Figure 2) . We compared ListMaps and listboxes in a user study where participants were asked to select fonts from a set of 220 names. 
RELATED WORK 3.1 Location Memory in Interactive Systems
Spatial object location memory is knowledge of where things are located in a space [8, 16] . Spatial knowledge in two-dimensional spaces is built up primarily through interaction; that is, people remember locations after having had experience with that location [5] . People may remember particular items based on landmarks in the space, or with more experience, may be able to maintain a more complete 'mental map' in which they can remember and find many different objects very quickly [8, 17] .
For example, Robertson and colleagues tested a spatial memory technique (the Data Mountain) in which people placed thumbnails of web pages on a simulated inclined plane [4, 17] . Once 100 pages were placed, participants carried out a number of find-and-select retrieval tasks. The study found that retrieval was significantly faster with the spatial technique than with a standard bookmarking system. In addition, the memory of where items were placed persisted over a long time: participants who returned six months later were able to retrieve items at the same level of performance, with only brief retraining [4] .
The items in these studies contained symbolic information (thumbnails, colours, icons and names) as well as spatial position. An early study by Jones and Dumais [11] showed that spatial memory fares less well when location is the sole cue to retrieval. In their experiments, retrieval of items that were only identified by location was slower and less accurate than when items were represented by name. There is also evidence that location learning is dependent on the amount of effort used when interacting with objects [6] .
Selecting from lists
List selection has been extensively researched, particularly in the form of menu selection. Sears and Shneiderman [18] described 'split menus' for enabling faster selection of frequently accessed menu items. The technique grouped a set of pre-determined menu items 'above the split' at the top of the menu, reducing the target acquisition distance. Their evaluations showed that static split menus, in which the frequent items do not adapt to user actions, allow faster selections than traditional menus. They also suggested further work on split menus that adapt to the user's menu selection patterns. Findlater and McGrenere [7] implemented and evaluated these suggestions, comparing split-menu performance across static, adaptive and adaptable variants. Their results showed that static split-menus are reliably faster than adaptive ones, and that adaptable split-menus are faster than adaptive ones when users are guided by examples.
Finally, scrolling has also been studied in detail, both in the context of lists and in larger text documents. Although scrolling is common, it has been found to have two main problems: it causes motion blur at high scroll speeds, and it causes problems for spatial memory [3, 21] . A variety of techniques have been introduced to address the movement issues (e.g., [3] ), and work has also looked at better ways of supporting spatial memory (e.g., [13] ) in scrollbars.
Revisitation and Recency Caching
Learning spatial locations is a function of experience with the items in the data space [5, 6] . Therefore, the degree to which a user will be able to build a mental map is related to the amount of revisitation in the task. Different situations have different revisitation patterns, but in many information tasks, users repeatedly go back to a small set of items.
One type of revisitation is brought about by using only a limited set of items. For example, McGrenere [14] found in a survey of Microsoft Word users that people use only a small number of the available commands on a regular basis (a mean of 40 out of 265).
Other revisitation arises through recency -in many tasks, a recently-used item is much more likely to be used in the near future than a randomly-chosen item. For example, repetitive patterns of use have been shown in operating system commands [9] , and in navigation on the WWW: Tauscher and Greenberg [22] found that more than half of pages seen were revisits, and that revisitation occurs mainly to the last few pages visited -the last ten pages seen cover about 85% of revisits.
Revisitation can be supported with structures like split menus, as described above, or by visualizations of interaction history. Hill et al.'s idea of 'read wear' adds graphical information to computational objects to indicate the history of their use [10] . Depending on how the history is gathered and displayed, the visible marks can be used to determine which items have been visited more recently. A study of 'visit wear' (read wear to indicate which items have been visited) showed that visual recency information can improve revisitation in distorted spaces where memorability is difficult [20] .
LISTMAPS: SPATIAL LAYOUT OF LIST DATA
A ListMap takes the items in a list and lays them out in a spacefilling two-dimensional grid, ordered alphabetically by row (see Figure 2 ). Items are sized such that they all fit into the window, ensuring that they will all be visible and that no scrolling will be required. Clicking on an item's rectangle in the ListMap is equivalent to clicking the item in a listbox. The idea is therefore similar to the tool palettes used in graphics applications, although ListMaps do not use icons to represent items.
From this basic layout, several additional features are possible to improve selection and search.
• Labels. As much of the item's label as possible is written into the rectangle. The letters on each label give a reasonable indication of the item's name ( Figure 2 ).
• Tooltips. Since the partial labels do not completely differentiate some items, the full name is shown in a tag that follows the user's mouse cursor (see Figure 2 ). Figure 3) , frequency of selection, or user-chosen bookmarks.
The main design principles in a ListMap are that all items are always visible, and that they do not move. This allows users to gradually change from using alphabetic search to spatial memory as their primary search strategy for frequently-used items. The spatial organization is intended to solve the problem described earlier: listboxes require approximately equal search effort regardless of revisitation, but retrieving an item in a ListMap should become easier and faster with repeated retrieval as spatial memory improves. This theoretical advantage is tested in the experiments described below.
COMPARISON STUDY: LISTBOXES AND LISTMAPS
To evaluate the idea of organizing list items spatially, we carried out a study in which we compared retrieval performance with standard listboxes and ListMaps.
Participants
Twelve participants (7 women and 5 men) were recruited from a local university. Participants ranged in age from 20 to 35 years and averaged 25 years. All were familiar with mouse-andwindows applications (i.e., more than 8 hours per week) and all used word processing applications regularly (at least 1 hour/week).
Apparatus
A custom system was built in Tcl/Tk for the experiment. The system presented either a listbox or a ListMap and prompted users to select sequences of items in different experimental conditions. The study was conducted on a P4 Windows system with a standard optical mouse (including a mouse wheel) and a 1024x768 display.
Interfaces used in the study
Two versions of both the listbox and the ListMap were used, one with a recency cache, and one without. The basic version of the listbox displayed an alphabetical list of items, shown in 12-point Arial (see Figure 3 ). The user could navigate the list in four ways: by clicking the up and down arrow buttons on the scrollbar; by dragging the scroll thumb; by clicking in the trough above or below the scroll thumb; and by using the scroll wheel on the mouse. We did not include keyboard bindings because many situations (e.g., pen-based computers) do not allow keyboard input. The recency-cache version of the listbox added a split-menu of items to the top of the list, duplicating items that had been recently selected. The recency set could hold at most ten items.
Each new selection copied the item to the top of the split-menu, moving all others down by one position, and causing the removal of the 10 th item from the recency cache. The items in the recency cache were displayed in blue with less indentation than others (see Figure 3 ) to clearly set them apart from regular list items.
The basic version of the ListMap worked as described earlier: items were arranged alphabetically in rows, randomly tinted with one of five colours (pilot studies showed that the random colouring helped people to remember locations), and annotated with the first few letters of the item's name (see Figure 3) . The full name of the item under the mouse cursor was shown in a floating box beside the cursor, and the item currently under the cursor was highlighted with a white border. The only difference between the recency-based ListMap and the basic version was that in the recency version, the last ten items selected were highlighted with a white border (see Figure 3 ).
In all versions of both interfaces, the size of the display window was 255 x 280 pixels, which is also the size of the font menu of MSWord, as seen in Figure 1 . 
Tasks, Experimental Conditions and Dataset
The study used a set of 220 font names as the data items for both interfaces. This dataset is directly taken from a real-world taskselecting font names from a listbox in a word processing program. The list was taken from the set of fonts included with a standard distribution of Microsoft Office. Each selection trial was cued within the user interface by showing the name of the next target font below the window title-bar (see Figure 3 ).
The tasks with each interface were administered in blocks of ten trials, with six blocks for each of three experimental conditions. Each condition is designed to compare how well the listbox and ListMap interfaces support a particular style of interaction:
• Random selection. This condition was administered without the recency-cache features of the listbox or ListMap interfaces. It was designed to provide baseline values for selecting items that the user does not use on a regular basis (i.e., no revisitation). Target items were chosen randomly from the full set of 220 font names.
•
Revisitation. This condition was administered without the recency-cache features of the listbox or ListMap interfaces. It was designed to examine whether, and how quickly, the participants' performance improves on repeated iterations with both interfaces in the absence of explicit recency support. In this condition, the participants repeatedly selected items from a working set of ten items. Each of the six blocks contained one trial for each item, but in a random order.
• Revisitation+recency. In this condition, the recency-cache features of the listbox and ListMap interfaces were enabled. It is designed to compare the effectiveness of the recency features across the two interface types. This condition also used a more realistic notion of revisitation than the revisitation condition by adding some non-revisited elements. For each item presented to the user, there was an 80% chance that the item would be drawn from the working set of ten fonts (the same ten used above), and a 20% chance that the item would be chosen randomly. Therefore, there was an 80% chance that the target would be in the recency cache (i.e., in the recency list for the listbox, or highlighted in white for the ListMap). This manipulation of revisitation probability is intended to provide insights into whether 'noisy' tasks (outside the routine set) interfere with the benefits of the recency cache with either interface.
Procedure
Participants were first introduced to the two different list interfaces, but populated with a different dataset to the experimental conditions. People carried out ten practice trials with each interface. They were then introduced to the study system and font dataset, and were randomly put into one of two order groups (listbox first or ListMap first).
Completing each trial within a block caused the next font target to be immediately displayed in the title bar. Software automatically logged task completion time and all item selections, including incorrect selections. Incorrect selections had no effect on the interface state (the same target remained displayed), and the task time continued to accumulate regardless of errors.
All of the participants completed all of the blocks with one interface before proceeding to the other. With each interface, the six blocks within each of the three experimental conditions were always completed in the order random-selection, revisitation, revisitation+recency.
After completing the six blocks of ten trials with each interface/condition combination, the participants completed a short preference questionnaire; the questionnaire was also given at the end of the study to capture overall preferences.
Study Design
Data from each of the three conditions are separately analysed in 2×6 repeated-measures designs for factors interface-type (listbox or ListMap) and block-number (first to sixth block). The primary dependent measure in all analyses is task time (time to correct answer). Error data and questionnaire responses are also analyzed and reported.
RESULTS
We organize the results below by the three experimental conditions: random selection, revisitation and revistation+recency. Across all 4320 trials (12 participants, 60 trials, 3 conditions, 2 interfaces) the tasks were completed quickly (overall mean 4.9s, sd 1.9), with few errors (< 6%).
Random selection
The ListMap interface was 20% slower than the listbox interface in random tasks (F 1,11 =12.4, p<.01), with means of 6.6s (sd 2.3) and 5.3s (sd 1.4). There was a reliable main effect for trial block (F 5,55 =7.7, p<.01), with task times reducing across the first and second blocks, but relatively stable performance thereafter (see Figure 4 ).
There was no interface×block interaction (F 5,55 <1, p=.4), suggesting that neither interface provided a marked experiencebased advantage over the other with randomly selected targets. 
Revisitation
The ListMap interface provided a significant performance advantage over the listbox interface in the resivitation condition (F 1,11 =9.9, p<.01), with means task times of 3.8s (sd 1.4) for the ListMap, and 4.6s (sd 1.3) for the listbox. This represents a 17% improvement. There was also a significant main effect of trial block (F 5,55 =7.7, p<.01), with more gradual mean time improvement through blocks one to four than observed in the random selection condition (see Figure 5 ).
Unlike the random condition, there was a significant interface×block interaction (F 5,55 =2.8, p<.05). The interaction, apparent in Figure 5 , is explained by the steeper and more continual performance improvement across blocks when using the ListMap interface. Across the six blocks, mean performance with listboxes improved by only 0.28s (6%), compared to 1.74s (35%) with ListMaps. We analysed the fit of the data to the power law of practice [15] , a robust model of human skill acquisition. It states that performance time improves across trials according to the following formula:
, where T n is the time to complete trial n, C is the time on the first trial, and α is the steepness of the learning curve. Regression analysis of performance across blocks with ListMaps shows an almost perfect fit with the power law of practice formula, with R 2 =.96, p<.05, and α=3.58. The listbox data, however, poorly fits the model, with R 2 =.44, p=.11 ( Figure  5 ). This suggests that listboxes poorly support traditional models of skill acquisition.
Revisitation+Recency
To recap, trials in the revisitation+recency condition were generated with an 80% probability of being within the revisitation set and a 20% probability of being randomly selected. In addition, the revisitation set was the same as that used in the previous task, to simulate a situation where the user knows a number of items well. This section examines overall performance in this condition; the next section examines the effectiveness of the recency-cache facilities, which were only present in this condition.
Mean performance with ListMaps (mean 4.1s, sd 1.7) was approximately 18% faster than listboxes (5.0s, sd 1.6), giving a significant main effect for interface: F 1,11 =9.8, p<.05. The performance advantage of the ListMap over the listbox (0.9 seconds) is approximately equal to that in the previous task (0.8 seconds); this means that a small amount of randomness in the items to be retrieved does not disrupt the overall advantage of the ListMap.
There was less of a performance improvement across trial blocks than in the previous task, likely because participants were already familiar with the revisitation set. There was also no significant interface×block interaction (F 5,55 =0.3, p<.9). The slower performance in the first block may be due to the fact that the participants also had to get used to the new recency-based interface during these trials; after this block, performance improved only marginally. Figure 7 shows that performance continues roughly on the line established in the revisitation task (if we ignore block one).
We also looked at whether the origin of the item (revisited or random) affected performance in similar ways to that found in the first two tasks. In a post-hoc analysis, there was a significant interface×origin interaction: F 1,11 =26.2, p<.01. The interaction is apparent in the cross-over effect (Figure 6 ), caused by listboxes outperforming ListMaps with random targets, and the inverse for revisited ones. 
Effectiveness of the recency caches
The recency cache facilities were only present in the revisitation+recency condition. To investigate the effectiveness of the cache facilities in the listbox and ListMap interfaces, we reanalysed the data from the revisitation condition together with the data from the revisitation trials in the revisitation+recency condition. The analysis used a 2×2×6 design for factors interfacetype (listbox or ListMap), caching (absent in revisitation, present in revisitation+recency), and block.
As expected from the prior analyses, there was a significant main effect for interface type (F There was a significant caching×block interaction (F 5,55 =3.6, p<.01), which is probably caused by relatively stable performance across blocks with ListMaps compared to variable performance with listboxes (see Figure 7) .
We predicted an interface×caching interaction, because we believed that the ListMap's static highlighting of recent items would help users more than the listbox's adaptive contents. However, this prediction was not supported by the data, with no significant interaction: F 1,11 =1.6, p=0.2 
Errors
Errors were measured as the total number of incorrect selections per block divided by the number of targets per block. The overall error rate was low (mean 0.04, sd 0.09), ranging from zero to 0.6.
Analysing errors in each of the three conditions (random, revisitation, and revisitation+recency) using 2×6 ANOVAs for interface-type and block showed no significant main effects or interactions. Figure 8 summarizes error rates across the three conditions for both interface types. Although not significant (F 1,11 =4.2, p=0.07), the error rate for ListMaps when caches are present was more than double that of the listbox interface. Despite this high error rate, participants completed their selections faster with the ListMaps, suggesting that the ListMap recency cache may have promoted hasty commitment to selections. This behaviour may have arisen because participants knew that there was little cost for guessing incorrectly. Further study of this result is needed, since in the real world the cost of an error could be higher (e.g., reposting a dialog). 
Preferences
After each condition, we asked participants to state which of the two interfaces they thought was easier to use, which they thought was faster, and which they preferred overall. As shown in Table 1 , preference was strongly in favour of the listbox after the random condition: only one person preferred the ListMap, and only two thought that it was the faster interface. After the Revisitation condition, half of the participants thought that the ListMap was faster, but still only three preferred it overall. After the revisitation+ recency condition, a majority thought the listbox was faster, although people still thought that the listbox was easier, and preferred it overall. At the end of the session, we also asked participants whether they would choose to use a ListMap if the widget were available in the real applications that they used on a regular basis. Even though the ListMap was not people's preferred interface during the tasks, nine of the twelve participants stated that they would use the ListMap in a real-world application.
DISCUSSION
We draw several main conclusions from the user study:
• For random selection, listboxes outperform ListMaps; • However, real world selection is seldom random, and when users revisit items, ListMaps outperform listboxes; • Revisitation performance with ListMaps fits models of skill acquisition extremely well, but listboxes do not -suggesting that listboxes trap users in 'beginner mode'; • Recency caches appear to have little effect with listboxes. This supports prior work indicating that adaptive split menus do not aid menu selections [7] . With ListMaps, however, the recency cache appears to assist revisitation, although possibly at the cost of higher errors; • The speed advantage of the ListMap becomes apparent after participants had revisited items once or twice; • Users preferred the listbox, although by the last task, a majority felt that they were faster with the ListMap.
In the next sections, we deal with several issues raised by the study and by our experiences with the ListMap. We consider reasons for the performance differences between the ListMap and the listbox, we address several issues in the design and use of the technique, and we look at ways to address the ListMap's poor preference scores.
Why was the listbox faster for random retrieval?
The listbox had three advantages in the random-selection condition. First, participants were far more experienced with listboxes than they were with ListMaps, and they were all extremely well-practiced at finding items using the traditional method. Second, the ListMap provides less visual search information than does the listbox -that is, only three or four letters of the font's name were visible in the map rectangle. As a result, it is more difficult to visually pick out a particular item, and users often had to carry out a horizontal scan with the mouse, watching the pop-up text to find the correct item.
Finally, the two-dimensional alphabetic arrangement of the ListMap appeared to be more difficult for unknown items than the one-dimensional arrangement of the listbox. On a few occasions, we observed participants going the wrong direction in the ListMap; one participant also stated that they found it more difficult to search for things in rows compared to looking in the vertical list.
Why was the ListMap faster for revisitation?
It seems clear that the speed advantage of the ListMap comes from the better support for spatial memory that exists in the map representation. As items are revisited, people start to remember where they are, and it becomes easier to get back to them in future. Although a certain amount of spatial memory could be used in the listbox (by remembering the location of the scroll thumb), the cue is much less specific than it was in the ListMap.
Several participants stated that by the end of the study, they had memorized the locations of many of the items in the working set. They stated that some items were easier to remember than others: for example, 'Arial Black' was easier since it was in the top row of items; 'Goudy Stout' was more difficult since it was in the middle.
The advantages of using spatial memory as the recency cache become clear in situations where an item is no longer in the widget's recency set. In the ListMap, even when items are no longer highlighted, people remember roughly where they arethat is, people use the highlight primarily to refine their targeting action, and they are likely to be close (based on spatial memory) regardless of the highlight. In contrast, when an item moves out of the listbox's cache, the recency support simply fails: there is no way to be 'close' if the item is not in the sublist, and a whole new search is required.
These principles mean that there is a natural correlation in the ListMap between amount of use and retrieval performance -a desirable state in any interface. Items that are used often get remembered better, and so become easier to find and faster to retrieve. The persistence of spatial memory (as shown by [4] ) also suggests that the 'timeout' period for spatial memory is much longer than the periods used in interface-based recency caches.
A final issue here involves the amount of revisitation that is needed before a ListMap will be more effective than a listbox. Based on the data of the revisitation+recency task, a crossover point can be estimated; if roughly 50% or more of the selections are revisits, a ListMap should be the better display. It should be noted, however, that selections in the real world are rarely random: if not from a frequently-used working set, they are often from a 'familiar' set [14] , which should improve the overall performance of the ListMap.
Questions about ListMap Design and Use

What if two applications use different ListMaps for fonts?
The underlying principles of the ListMap are that all items should be visible, and that items should not move. Therefore, any change to the list data or to the arrangement of the map could have negative effects on performance with a ListMap. Although undesirable, people can learn multiple mappings for the same information -for example two different keyboards, or two different key-bindings for cut-copy-paste. The problems are that learning a second mapping is difficult after you already know one, and that even once the two mappings are both well learned, people will make mode errors when they forget which mapping is current. We believe that the best way to deal with this is to have standardized ListMaps for common lists (like fonts) that are available at the widget level, ensuring that the maps are consistent across applications.
What if you use a computer with a different set of fonts?
Spatial knowledge from one ListMap will rarely transfer to a different map of the same data type. However, there are many examples of specializations that improve performance for the local user but that are not transferable to other systems: for example, the way that one person organizes their menus, toolbars, desktop icons, or system preferences often means that they are less effective at someone else's workstation. Nevertheless, these specializations are valuable, since the majority of most people's work is done on a single computer that they can tailor to their personal context. If ListMaps can save a second or more from every list selection, and save the frustration of dealing with listboxes, many users will be willing to accept the narrowness of the solution.
What if you add a new font to your system?
The third type of change that can happen to a ListMap involves gradual additions over time. We plan to test the effects of small changes on ListMap retrieval time, but we believe that people will be able to adapt quickly. It is also possible to design the map to be more resilient to change: for example, leaving one column of blank rectangles as 'expansion slots' would allow several items to be added without the need to shift any items to the next row.
What if you want to see the actual appearance of the fonts?
The space-filling representation of the ListMap does not leave enough room to show details such as the appearance of a font. Although it would be simple to use the actual font in the pop-up box, ListMaps are not designed for browsing.
How many ListMaps can people learn?
Our informal tests suggest that people can learn to use more than one ListMap, and some test users have successfully learned working sets in three different maps in about one hour. These intensive trials are very unlike the longer-term and less-frequent use that characterizes real-world interaction with list data, and so further study is needed on this question. However, the range and persistence of spatial memory in everyday life suggests that people will be able to learn multiple maps over time.
What about keyboard selection from lists?
Some lists let users type a key to step through the items starting with that letter. We did not include this capability in our study, since we are interested in situations where there is no keyboard, such as pen-based systems, or situations where the user works primarily with the mouse. Nevertheless, keyboard input does provide an alternate list-selection mechanism to scrolling the listbox, and it allows a shortcut to a particular region of the list. We believe that keyboard bindings would benefit the ListMap as much as they would the listbox -that is, it would be possible to add this functionality to the ListMap using a 'current selection' highlight on the map to give feedback as the user stepped through items starting with a particular letter.
How will ListMaps scale to larger sets of items?
The graphical layout of a ListMap, and the requirement that all items are visible at the same time, limits the number of items that can be shown. In contrast, a listbox can show any number of items in a fixed area; this means that for very large datasets, ListMaps cannot be used effectively. However, most list datasets in common applications are at most hundreds of items, rather than thousands, and ListMaps will be able to accommodate many of these sets. For example, a ListMap with items similar to those used in our study (14x22 pixels) could show a thousand items in a 700x440 pixel area. The difficulties of finding random items in such a large array, however, would severely limit the usefulness of such a display, and we believe that there are better ways of supporting selection of both random and revisited items, as described below.
Combining the best of listboxes and ListMaps
There were clear differences between the interfaces for different revisitation patterns: the listbox was superior when finding things for the first time, and the ListMap was better for finding frequently-used items.
To capture the best of both interfaces, there are several ways that listboxes and ListMaps could be combined. The first strategy is to allow users to switch back and forth between the two widgets. Listboxes currently do not map the right mouse button; a dual widget would let users switch from ListMap to listbox with a single right click. Users could therefore choose the interface that they wanted for the particular task at hand. In order to help build the spatial map of revisited items, the combined widget could switch back to the ListMap after a listbox selection, and highlight the item that was chosen. This dual representation could allow people to gradually switch from the general-but-limited listbox, to the higher-performance ListMap.
A second combination approach recognizes that the set of revisited items is generally small, and that the spatial advantage of the ListMap is really only seen for this revisitation set. Therefore, a combined widget could present a spatially-organized 'hotmap' beside the normal listbox (see Figure 9 ). Frequently-used items could be placed in the hotmap (either by the system or by the user) and retrieved based on their unchanging spatial position. In Figure  9 , ten hotmap items have been added (out of a possible 21); the hotmap items are positioned in the map to correspond as closely as possible to their location in the list, and clicking on a hotmap item is equivalent to selecting the item from the list. 
Conclusion
Selection from lists is a frequent task in most user interfaces, and the most common mechanism for this task is the scrolling listbox. Although listboxes are general, they do not allow people to capitalize on revisitation, and they limit the amount that performance can improve. We introduced and evaluated an alternate interface for list selection -the ListMap -that lets people use spatial memory to improve performance with increased experience. A user study showed that ListMaps allow significantly faster retrieval when users revisit items, and we estimate that ListMaps will be faster overall when fifty percent or more of a user's selections are revisits.
In future, we plan to carry out further studies of the ListMap and the idea of spatial organization. As mentioned above, we will test people's ability to learn and use multiple maps, and will examine the effects of gradual change to the list data. We plan to extend ListMaps for use on space-constrained devices such as mobile phones and PDAs, and we will also explore the idea of spatial shortcuts in other forms such as the widget in Figure 9 . Finally, we will test the composite listbox/ListMap widgets in a realistic interface setting, and track people's usage patterns in a longerterm task setting.
